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Calling for genocide with plausible deniability?

When I posted this picture Monday of a Muslim in New York holding a sign saying, "Death to All
Juice," a lot of people took it as the comical error of an illiterate. Commenter Urban Infidel knew
better, and wrote this:
The sign is funny, but he's not kidding. It's not the work of an illiterate. In fact the sign was
probably made by jouseff al-khattab, a member of the Islamic Thinkers Society, or one of his
cohorts. You can see the sign and others at his webpage:
http://www.revolutionmuslim.com/index.php?
option=com_morfeoshow&task=view&gallery=2&Itemid=13
It is his way of calling for genocide without getting busted for hate speech.
Today Pamela has some of the photos from Revolution Muslim, and here is another. Note the
caricature of the Jew straight out of Nazi literature, and the reference to the Qur'an's
designation of the accursed Jews as apes (2:62-65; 5:59-60; 7:166):
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Genocidal hatred from pro-Hamas demonstrators -- in Fort Lauderdale, Florida
"Nuke, nuke Israel." Video of Pro Hamas Demonstration video / Ft Lauderdale, FL
Here is a video of the anti-Israel, pro-jihad demonstration in Fort Lauderdale. Pro-Palestinian
marchers shouting "Allahu akbar" and physically menacing the few anti-jihad, pro-Israel
counter-demonstrators - such that at the end of the video you'll see the police are worried for
their safety, and offer to escort the anti-jihadists to their cars. In Florida, USA, as 2008 turned
into 2009.
More video from Fort Lauderdale: "Allahu Akbar," chaos and intimidation

Allahu Akbar in Ft Lauderdale
American Muslim "protester" tells Jews to "go back to the oven!"

"You need a big oven, that's what you need!" (see video)
Chicago: Molotov cocktail thrown at synagogue

Yes, it can happen here
Antisemitism in Chicago. "Officials say they don't know if there's a link between the incident and
increased violence in the Middle East." Gee, that's a tough one... "Molotov cocktail thrown at
Chicago synagogue," from the Associated Press, December 30:
A bottle of flammable liquid was hurled at one of Chicago's oldest synagogues, catching fire but
not causing major damage...
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Jews Eat Babies!

This is an example of a blood libel and has been prevalent in anti-Jewish lore for centuries.
Leftists, Muslim American Society at rally calling for destruction of Israel in DC

"From sea to sea, one day Palestine will be free" i.e., Israel won't exist
These pictures are from a rally last night in Washington, DC, sponsored by the ANSWER
Coalition, the Muslim American Society Freedom Foundation, the Free Palestine Alliance, the
National Council of Arab Americans, Al-Awda, and the International Palestine Right to Return
Coalition. No one in attendance seems to have minded the genocidal sign at the top of the page.
At the rally was the slick Islamic spokesman Mahdi Bray, below.
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The slick Mahdi Bray (right)
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Hizballah, MAS at Israeli Embassy in Washington

Hizballah flag at left

Mahdi Bray is Executive Director of the Muslim American Society Freedom Foundation
Background: you can see Mahdi Bray in this video from 2000, openly expressing support for the jihad
terrorist groups Hamas and Hizballah: Mahdi Bray 2000 supporting Hamas & Hizballah (video)
The Chicago Tribune published in 2004: "In recent years, the U.S. Brotherhood operated under the name
Muslim American Society, according to documents and interviews."
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Toronto: Police protect 5,000 screaming jihadist sympathizers from a
handful of anti-jihad Canadians
jihadist mob helped by police in toronto (video)
More on the pro-jihad rally in Toronto: the Jew-haters had a parade permit, and the
counter-demonstrators did not, so the police told the counter-demonstrators that they could
not guarantee their safety from the screaming, jihadist thugs they felt themselves bound to
protect.

Che and Jihad in Toronto
Leftist/Jihadist Alliance Update:
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"Darkness is coming": ain't it the truth

TORONTO: "Hitler didn't do a good job"
Toronto: Hitler didn't do a good job video
Gaza jihad-enablers chant genocidal slogans and get aggressive -- in Toronto, January 3. People
with Israeli flags can been seen across the road. When the peace-loving thugs shout, "You are
the product of monkeys, you are the product of pigs!," they are referring to the passages in the
Qur'an in which Allah curses Jews and transforms them into apes and pigs (2:62-65; 5:59-60;
7:166).

Jihad in Anaheim, California

A woman at a California pro-jihad rally calls for inner spiritual struggle against the Zionists -- a
rather unnerving call in light of this.
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Jihadists threaten to behead Madonna over Gaza

Anti-jihad?
She studied a little Kabbalah, in a frivolous, Hollywood kind of way, and suddenly she finds herself on a
hitlist. What's a Girl to think? "Madonna targeted by Muslim fanatics over Israel's attack on Gaza," by
Daniel Jones for The People, January 11:
Madonna has urgently beefed up her family's security after being targeted by Muslim fanatics seeking
revenge for Israel's attacks on Gaza. One Palestinian terrorist chief has threatened to BEHEAD the
superstar who is a dedicated member of the Jewish Kabbalah sect. Madonna is also desperately worried
for the safety of her children Lourdes, 12, Rocco, eight, and adopted David Banda, three. We can reveal
the 50-year-old singer has now... Got two ruthless Israeli former secret service agents to beef up her
security. Warned her ex-husband Guy Ritchie his home in busy central London is vulnerable to attack
when he has the kids. Told him to MOVE to a more secure pad where the children will be safe. A source
close to the singer said: "Madonna is well known for her Kabbalah faith and support for Israel, having
visited the country several times." This seems to upset extreme Muslims who forget she respects people
of all faiths whether Islamic, Christian or Buddhist. Like anyone else she would like a peaceful end to the
problems in Gaza. "But she is beside herself with worry, not just for her own safety but for that of the
children." Last week The People uncovered the hatred aimed at Madonna when we infiltrated secret
fundamentalist Muslim websites. Our investigator posed as a British extremist to gain entry to the
password-protected sites. On the notorious Islambase site, a Palestinian terror leader says: "If I meet
these whores I will have the honor to be the first one to cut the head off Madonna if they will keep
spreading their satanic culture against Islam."...

First-hand look at the Muslim/Hard-Left alliance in D.C.
The symbiotic relationship between the far left and the Islamists is a welldocumented phenomenon that is creating new and disturbing political dynamics across the
continent of Europe.
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I was "lucky" enough to be immersed in a graphic representation of this Left/Islamic
convergence here in the United States, during a pro-Hamas march in Washington, DC on
December 30, 2008.
example of left/islamist alliance video
The man you see is the organizer of the protest, Brian Becker. According to Discover the
Networks:
"Brian Becker is a Co-Director of Ramsey Clark's International Action Center (IAC) and a
steering committee member of International A.N.S.W.E.R. Both are front groups for the MarxistLeninist Workers World Party (WWP).
Becker is a member of the Secretariat of the WWP of the United States, which is a staunch
supporter of North Korean dictator Kim Jong Il. As Chairman of the "U.S. Troops out of Korea
Committee," Becker has accused the United States of conducting a campaign of genocide
against North Korea."
The Hard-Left and the Jihad have the same primary goal; to destroy the Western liberaldemocratic world order and remake the world in their own image. But the Leftists envision an
atheistic centralized state with forced economic/social equality, while the Islamists dream of a
state governed by strict Sharia Law.
Does the Left really believe it can ride the backs of its anti-American/Jewish/capitalist fellowtravelers to revolution without allowing a powerful Islamic voice in any new government? Or are
they so nihilistic that they'd accept Islamic rule as long as Western capitalism is destroyed?
The Iranian Revolution in 1979 was partly instigated by Leftist students, professors and
intellectuals, but theocratic Islamic governance emerged from the chaos they created. The
Leftists of 2008 are making the same mistake.

Glimpses of the Islamo-Marxist convergence in DC
The Marxist-Leninist organization International A.N.S.W.E.R. organized rallies in support of
Hamas across the country today, in what it called an "emergency day of action." Here are some
glimpses of the rally and march in Washington, DC.
This gentleman, who identified himself as a "professional" political agitator when asked by a
reporter. useful idiot riding the tiger (video)
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Sendin' out some luv to the Thug-In-Chief from...Atlanta

Pro-jihad demo in Oz: "Palestine is Muslim land, Muslims will never
surrender one handspan"

Support for Hizballah's jihad, even in Oz
So chanted Muslim protesters in Australia. Haven't they gotten the memo, that this is a problem
of disputed land ownership, that can be solved with a two-state solution involving territorial
concessions by Israel? Why is it that Muslims always seem to be the last people to pick up on
points that, if you miss them in the West, can get you charged with "Islamophobia"?
"Australian Muslims condemn Gaza conflict," from AAP, January 2:
As a poignant reminder of the lives lost, a coffin was brought to the front of the crowd, followed by eight
Muslim leaders including Sheik Taj Aldin Alhilali....

That is, the infamous "catmeat sheikh."
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FROM EUROPE:
"

"

"

London:

Singer Annie Lennox and former groupie Bianca Jagger march along Whitehall, London,
amidst a crowd of thousands to demonstrate against the Jews.
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The commonality of despising the Jews
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Netherlands: "Hamas, Hamas, Jews to the gas"
Dutch PM calls for Intifiada against Israel, leads genocidal crowd (video)
This video depicts Dutch parliamentarian Harry van Bommel of the Socialist Party and other
Leftist useful idiots calling for intifada against Israel during a Jew-hate, pro-jihad terror rally in
Amsterdam yesterday -- while the crowd behind them (at 1:05) chants "Hamas, Hamas, Jews to
the gas."
Every decent human being on the planet should be standing with Israel today.

5,000 demonstrators and riots in Londonistan over Gaza

"

Welcome to the wonderful new multicultural London.

"Palestinians to vent their fury in London all week," by Rashid Razaq and Felix Allen in
the Evening Standard, December 30:
Riot police have been placed on standby after about 1,000 protesters besieged the
Israeli Embassy in Kensington for the second day of angry and heated
demonstrations.
Fireworks, sticks and smoke bombs were hurled at officers guarding the building
and one policeman's helmet was set alight to loud cheers from the crowd.
protesters kicked down safety barriers after the police tried to hold them back from
storming the embassy.
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Muslims rampaging through Jewish neighborhood in London
“Jihad the only solution for Palestine.” Not that this has anything to do with Islam, of course.
"Gaza: Gang on rampage in Golders Green," from The Jewish Chronicle, January 2:
A gang of pro-Palestinian demonstrators rampaged through the heart of the Jewish community on
Wednesday evening, attacking businesses and assaulting a motorist.
Police and the CST have increased patrols and security following the incidents in Golders Green, NorthWest London.
The group of around 15 men had been demonstrating in support of Palestinians in Gaza but then made
their way along Golders Green Road, attacking the man as he got into his car.
They attempted to gain access to a number of kosher restaurants and Jewish businesses.
Despite officers arriving in the area quickly, the gang was able to escape on the Tube....
Earlier this week, the slogans “Jihad for Israel” and “Jihad the only solution for Palestine” were daubed on
buildings in Stamford Hill, Golders Green and Manchester, and outside the main entrance of Finchley
Synagogue.

Jews Not Welcome
TUESDAY, JANUARY 06, 2009

by Baron Bodissey

Our Swedish correspondent Henrik W. has translated an article from today’s
180Grader (Danish), which informs us about principals of Arab-dominated schools in Denmark
who warn Jewish children to stay away:
Jewish children must stay away from schools with many Arab students
“There’s plenty of aggression in the air,” a school leader says about the Arab pupils
who would give Jewish students a hard time if they dared to enter the school.
Yesterday Humlehave School in Vollsmose made it known that it wants to dissuade Jewish
children from attending the school on account of the many Arab children who attend it. Now
two other schools with many Arab children have announced the same thing in Jyllands-Posten.
“I don’t have anything against it, but I would not advise Jewish parents to send their children
here. The well-being of the children must come first. We have a large group of Palestinian
students, and, particularly at this time, there’s plenty of aggression in the air,” says Lise Egholm,
principal of the Rådmandsgade School in Nørrebro, Copenhagen, to the newspaper.
Read the rest

"Allahu akbar": Israeli basketball team attacked in Turkey
"The fans waved Palestinian flags and shouted abuse towards Israel." Some say fans shouted
"Death to the Jews." They threw bottles at the Israeli players. The team had to flee the court.
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Looks as if the Turks will fit right in in the EU.
Hoop Jihad Alert: "Terror in Turkey for Bnei Hasharon," by Allon Sinai for the Jerusalem Post,
January 7:
Moments before the tip-off of the Israeli team's Eurocup encounter against Turk Telekom some 3,000
Turkish fans shouted 'Allah Akbar' and, by some accounts, 'death to the Jews' in protest against the IDF's
actions in Gaza.
Other fans threw bottles at the Israeli players and stormed the court, forcing the Israelis to flee for the
dressing rooms.
[...]
"The fans raced on to the court and ran towards us like madmen, but the police stopped them. It was
really scary," he said....

Jihadists draw up hit list of leading British Jews
They did this in Belgium also, a few days ago, and now in the UK. Eventually, since little is being
done to call the Muslim community in America to any account for the spread of jihadist beliefs,
it will happen here as well.
"Hate hit list," by Mike Coles and John Sullivan in The Sun, January 7 (thanks to News4U):
FEARS grew last night that hate-filled Islamic extremists are drawing up a “hit list” of Britain’s leading
Jews — bringing the Middle East conflict terrifyingly close to home.
TV’s The Apprentice boss Sir Alan Sugar and Amy Winehouse record producer Mark Ronson are among
prominent names discussed on a fanatics’ website.
Labour Peer and pal of Tony Blair Lord Levy, Foreign Secretary David Miliband and Princess Diana’s
divorce lawyer Anthony Julius are also understood to be potential targets.
British anti-terror expert Glen Jenvey is convinced online forum Ummah is being used to prepare a deadly
backlash against UK Jews....
Jihad in the land of the Motoons: Muslims fire upon Israelis in Denmark mall

Proportionate response
Eurabia Alert. "Two Israelis attacked in Denmark mall," from the Jerusalem Post, December 31:
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Two Israelis were lightly wounded when they were shot by a group of men in a mall in Copenhagen,
Denmark on Wednesday afternoon.
A group of men with Middle Eastern-looking features approached them and an altercation developed. A
man in the group then brandished a weapon and fired at the Israelis.
The public's assistance was requested in capturing the shooter, who was probably a Palestinian, police
said. His getaway car was already found but he had fled on foot....

Jewish Home Fire-Bombed in Antwerp
MONDAY, JANUARY 05, 2009

by Baron Bodissey

An article from the Flemish magazine Joods Actueel, as translated by VH:
Fire bomb at home of Jewish family in Antwerp
In the course of the day [Sunday January 4] it became known that in the night from Saturday to
Sunday a fire bomb was thrown at a house in Antwerp. The house belongs to a Jewish family.
The fire extinguished itself. The consequences could otherwise have been disastrous because at
the time of the attack 12 children were sleeping in the house. There were rags with fire
accelerators stuffed in the letter box and then set on fire.

Pro-Jihad protests turn violent in France and Greece
Will Western freedoms succumb to violent intimidation from the jihadists and their Leftist
allies?
"Protests turn violent in France, Greece," from AP, January 3:
LONDON (AP) -- Tens of thousands of people in European cities have been protesting Israel's military
offensive in Gaza.
Most of the protests have been peaceful, but in Athens, Greece, some protesters threw stones and petrol
bombs at police outside the Israeli Embassy.
In Paris, police said 21,000 people marched through the streets, shouting slogans that included "We are
all Palestinians." Later, a small group of protesters set fire to at least three cars and smashed shop and
cafe windows.
Angry protests continued for a second day in Turkey, where about 5,000 demonstrators shouted "killer
Israel" in downtown Ankara....
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Belgium: Muslim riots, Jewish neighborhood sealed

More jihad and Jew-hatred in Europe. "Antwerp: Arab riots, Jewish neighborhood sealed,"
from Islam In Europe, December 31:
The situation truly got out of hand when the demonstration disbanded at about 3:15pm. A group of
protesters then marched towards the Jewish neighborhood in Antwerp. The police had completely closed
off the neighborhood upon which started a cat-and-mouse game. The situation threatened to get out of
hand and at about 3:25pm the police arrived with more manpower in order to drive out the protesters. At
about 4pm the riots moved again to Borgerhout, in the area of the Turnhoutsebaan.
The protesters caused much damage, in particular to car windows but also trams and basses were
attacked.
[...]
During today's demonstration damage was done, also in the Antwerp Diamantwijk (Diamond Center)
where many Jews live and work. Today there is no activity in the sector, according to Freilich. Most shops
are closed. Meanwhile the riots of isolated groups of protesters moved to Borgerhout and the
Turnhoutsebaan area. The police is out in force.

Who Defends the Jews of Antwerp?
MONDAY, JANUARY 05, 2009

by Baron Bodissey

In the nine days since Israeli operations against Hamas began, mass demonstrations against
Israel and in support of “Palestine” have taken place in major cities all over the world. Some of
them have escalated into violent confrontations with counter-demonstrators and the police, and
attacks have been launched against Jews in the United States, Denmark, Sweden, the
Netherlands, and Belgium, among other countries.
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Muslim immigrants are prominent among the anti-Jewish demonstrators, but they are by no
means the only participants. In Europe, indigenous fellow travelers from various political
parties take part in the shouting and stone-throwing alongside their keffiyeh-clad immigrant
comrades.
Notably absent from these appalling outbursts are representatives of the “right-wing extremist”
parties. Communists, Anarchists, Socialists, and various and sundry other parties of the Left are
well-represented among the supporters of Hamas, and occasionally join in with the “back to the
ovens” Jew-hating chants.
But the “neo-fascist” parties are not involved. You won’t find Dansk Folkeparti (Danish People’s
Party), or Sverigedemokraterna (Sweden Democrats), or Partij Voor Vrijheid (Party for
Freedom) amongst them.
And you especially won’t find Vlaams Belang.
In fact, the leaders of Vlaams Belang have been prominent and consistent supporters of Flemish
Jews since the crisis began — and for a long time before that. As far as I can determine, no other
Belgian political party actively and openly supports Israel. See a couple of previous posts for
more information.
The labeling of Vlaams Belang as “neo-Nazi” is a vile slander that has been used repeatedly in an
attempt to discredit the party. Smearing conservatives as Nazis is a favorite tactic of the Left,
and they have never been more successful at it than with Vlaams Belang.

Denmark: "Kill Jewish people evry where in ther world!!!!"
A chill and evil wind is blowing over the world. Genocidal Eurabia Alert:
From Snaphanen come these examples of multicultural sentiment as expressed in Denmark’s
public spaces:
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Visit Steen’s place to see the full-sized version of the photo, and also to read other related news
(mostly in Danish).

Netherlands: "Hamas, Hamas, Jews to the gas"
Dutch PM calls for Intifiada against Israel, leads genocidal crowd (video)
This video depicts Dutch parliamentarian Harry van Bommel of the Socialist Party and other
Leftist useful idiots calling for intifada against Israel during a Jew-hate, pro-jihad terror rally in
Amsterdam yesterday -- while the crowd behind them (at 1:05) chants "Hamas, Hamas, Jews to
the gas."
Every decent human being on the planet should be standing with Israel today.

Anti-Semitic Incidents in France
by Baron Bodissey

Our Flemish correspondent VH has translated two French-language articles about recent antiSemitic incidents in France. The first is about the fire-bombing of a synagogue, and was
published yesterday by Ligue de défense juive:
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Another Synagogue Attacked
A Molotov cocktail was thrown last night at 01:30 AM [January 17] at the synagogue in Hayange
near Thionville (Moselle), causing a fire. This was reported by the Jewish consistory in the
department and the Jewish community in the city.
“Another, unused Molotov cocktail, was found by police near the synagogue,” said André
Fruchtenreich, vice president of the Consistoire israélite de Moselle et délégué régional du Crif
[Representative Council of Jewish Institutions in France (CRIF)]. An outbreak of fire was
quickly contained by firefighters, and occurred at the entrance to the synagogue. Several people
who live on the floor above were evacuated. André David, who chairs the small community of 23
Jewish families of Hayange, recalled that “behind the synagogue a house was built in 1957, a
construction that is directly connected to the building. The previous building of 1863 was
destroyed by the Germans in June 1940.”
Since the beginning of the Israeli military action in Gaza, the Hayange synagogue is the second
target of a Molotov cocktail attack, following the synagogue in Schiltigheim — a suburb of
Strasbourg — on the night of January 12 in the Alsace region. Two other synagogues, one in
Mulhouse (Haut-Rhin) and one in Lingolsheim (Bas-Rhin), were tagged on January 5 with antiIsraeli [and anti-Semitic] slogans.
The second article is from yesterday’s La Dépêche:
Read further...

Apotheosis of Eurabia: Swedish police hire protection to enter Muslim enclave
This city has long been a center of Islamic unrest and the assertion of Sharia. But when
the police are afraid to enter it without guards (although they assure us in this article that
that is not why they've hired the security firm -- what else can they say?), you know the
situation has deteriorated beyond the point most people would even have thought possible.
"Police hire protection in Malmö suburb," from The Local, December 31 (thanks to Kasper):

Muslims attacking Jews all over Europe
Of course AP didn't say that. Many of these incidents happened in passive voice. As for the
rest, the perpetrators, according to AP, were these: "Assailants." "Someone." "A 27-year-old
Dane born in Lebanon to Palestinian parents." And "a gang of 15-20 youths." Yet oddly enough,
France's interior minister met with Muslim as well as Jewish leaders. Now, why was that? What
do Muslims have to do with these assailants, this Dane, and this gang of youths?
Eurabia Update: "Fears mount of Gaza conflict spill over in Europe," by John Leicester for Associated
Press, January 6 :
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PARIS – Government officials and Jewish leaders are concerned the conflict in Gaza may spill over into
violence in Europe, with attacks reported against Jews and synagogues in France, Sweden and Britain.
Assailants rammed a burning car into the gates of a synagogue in Toulouse, in southwest France, Monday
night.
A Jewish congregation in Helsingborg, in southern Sweden, was attacked Monday night by someone who
"broke a window and threw in something that was burning," said police spokesman Leif Nilsson. And on
Sunday slogans, including "murderers ... You broke the cease-fire," were daubed on Israel's Embassy in
Stockholm.
In Denmark, a 27-year-old Dane born in Lebanon to Palestinian parents is alleged to have injured two
young Israelis last week in a shooting police suspect could be linked to the Gaza crisis. Belgium ordered
police in Antwerp and Brussels to be on increased state of alert Tuesday after recent pro-Palestinian
protests ended in violence and arrests.
France has Western Europe's largest Jewish and Muslim communities and a history of anti-Semitic
violence flaring when tensions in the Middle East are high. In 2002, some 2,300 Jews left France for
Israel because they felt unsafe. Even in normal times, anti-Semitic incidents are not uncommon.
Jews in the small Strasbourg suburb of Lingolsheim in eastern France woke up Tuesday to find graffiti
with words like "assassins" spray-painted on the outside walls of their synagogue. The community filed a
complaint for "degradation of a place of worship," the mayor's office said.
Damage to the synagogue in Toulouse was limited to a blackened gate. Police said unlighted gasoline
bombs were found in a car nearby and in the synagogue's yard. A local Jewish leader, Armand Partouche,
said he believed the assailants fled when the building's alarm went off....

Here it comes, the ritual condemnation:
French Muslim leader Mohammed Moussaoui condemned the attack, saying no motive could justify an
assault on any place of worship....

AP apparently did not ask Mohammed Moussaoui what measures the Muslim community in
France was taking to make sure that such attacks would not happen in the future, and that
antisemitism did not spread among Muslims in France.

Hamas: We'll kill Jewish children anywhere
Behold the brazen hypocrisy: Hamas launches attacks from civilian areas and uses children as
human shields, and then uses the deaths of Palestinian children to justify murdering Jewish
children anywhere in the world. And the world yawns and issues another condemnation of
Israel.
"Hamas: Israel has legitimised the killing of its children," by James Hider in the Times, January
5:
As fighting intensified on the northern outskirts of Gaza City today, a top Hamas leader broke
cover to warn Israel that the Islamists would kill Jewish children anywhere in the world in
revenge for their own young who have died in the devastating assault.
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MONDAY, JANUARY 5, 2009

Disturbing footage of Hamas crashing a wedding party
I encourage everyone to watch at least the first few minutes of this video. An Arabic-speaker
narrates some shocking scenes of violence from Hamas-ruled Gaza. These are normal events
under Hamas rule, yet we did not see any concern for these brutalized people from the
"international community" until Israel started to attack their oppressors. The first clip shows
Hamas shooting and beating celebrants at a wedding party for daring to dance and play music,
and a second shows the brutal humiliation of Fatah prisoners in a prelude to their execution.
This is the regime that the international Left is rallying behind.

SUNDAY, JANUARY 4, 2009

Hamas moves on Fatah 'collaborators'
The Hamas government has placed dozens of Fatah members under house arrest out of fear that
they might exploit the current IDF operation to regain control of the Gaza Strip.
Fatah officials in Ramallah told The Jerusalem Post that Hamas militiamen had been assaulting many
Fatah activists since the beginning of the operation last Saturday. They said at least 75 activists were
shot in the legs while others had their hands broken.

Palestinians boast of using civilians as human shields
hamas video boasts using human shields (arabic with french subtitles)
Pastorius at Infidel Blogger's Alliance provides this rough translation:
For the Palestinian people, death has become an industry
In which excel the women and all the people of this land:
The older people excel, the jihadists excel
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And the children excel
Consequently, [the Palestinians] created a human shield of women, children
Older people and jihadists
Against the Zionist bombing machine
That is telling the Zionist enemy
We want death just as much as you desire life.

Palestinian journo confirms what the world ignores -- that Hamas uses civilians as
human shields
The mainstream media in the West, meanwhile, continues to pretend that Israel is
indiscriminately targeting civilians. "PA Newspaper Editor Attacks Hamas's Use Of Gaza
Residents As Human Shields," from the MEMRI Blog, January 7 (thanks to James):
Hafez Al-Barghouti, editor of the Palestinian Authority daily Al-Hayat Al-Jadida, has attacked the use of
civilians as a human shield by Hamas's military wing.
He also said that the release of videocassettes showing Hamas members digging secret tunnels beneath
Gaza residents' homes permits Israel to excuse their strikes on the homes, and called on Hamas
members to keep their distance from populated places, and to protect the lives of the citizens instead of
using them. Source: Al-Hayat Al-Jadida , Palestinian Authority, January 7, 2009

Israeli Air Force hits Gaza mosque used to store weapons and launch rockets
against Israel
Note the secondary explosions as the weapons inside start going off.
video of mosque hit
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Leading American Muslim publicly threatens U.S. for supporting Israel

"One of these days, the U.S. will suffer more deaths than all those killed in this
third Gaza holocaust. This will happen soon"
"Top American Islamic Cleric Threatens U.S. on Egyptian TV," by Patrick Poole for Pajamas
Media, January 7:

Islamic cleric Salah Sultan appeared on Egypt’s Al-Nas TV last week and delivered a warning of death and
destruction for America:
"America, which gave [Israel] everything it needed in these battles, will suffer economic stagnation, ruin,
destruction, and crime, which will surpass what is happening in Gaza. One of these days, the U.S. will
suffer more deaths than all those killed in this third Gaza holocaust. This will happen soon".
[...]
This harangue would be nothing new on television in the Islamic world; in fact, it is commonplace. What
is unique about Sultan’s threats against America is that he holds U.S. permanent residency
status and, according to one federal law enforcement official, travels regularly on a U.S.
passport. And as I have reported [1] elsewhere, Sultan is pursuing U.S. citizenship (the status of his
application is unknown due to federal privacy laws).
It should be noted that Salah Sultan is not some obscure figure in the American Islamic world. He serves
as a member of the [2] Fiqh Council of North America. Touted as the top Islamic governing body in the
U.S., the Fiqh Council is an arm of the Islamic Society of North America. Sultan founded and served as
president of the [3] Islamic American University in Southfield, Michigan; he was the national director of
tarbiyah (Islamic instruction) for the Muslim American Society; and he continues to operate the [4]
American Council for Islamic Research, based in my hometown of Hilliard, Ohio.
MONDAY, JANUARY 5, 2009

The barbaric IDF, in pictures
Just received this from an Israeli friend of mine. Check this out (apologies in advance for the
watermarks), straight from the front lines in Gaza:
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Hamas terrorists who fired rockets into Israeli kindergartens being rescued from a
collapsed weapons-smuggling tunnel by "bloodthirsty" Israeli soldiers
That's right...after a day of gunbattles, casualties and attempted kidnappings of the
aforementioned Israeli soldiers...after cornering several of the same Hamas men

that killed their own soldiers as well as suicide bombing, shooting and rocketing
THOUSANDS OF CIVILIANS since 2000...helped them up out of their weapon
smuggling tunnels...
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Carefully bandaged their wounds...

Gave them tea...

Blankets.
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And rushed to a Be'er Sheva hospital.
Nazis. Barbaric. Aggressive. Disproportionate.
Mumbai jihadists' prime target was Jewish center
"Nariman House, not Taj, was the prime target on 26/11," by Somendra Sharma for DNAIndia,
January 5 (thanks to Pamela):
Think 26/11, and images of the carnage at the Taj come to mind. But the terrorists themselves were in
no doubt that Nariman House was the prime focus. For this was the place which housed a Jewish
centre, and the fanatics from Pakistan were clear that they wanted to send a message to the
world from there.
The Mumbai crime branch, which is investigating the terror attacks, has found that the terrorists’ handlers
in Pakistan were clear this operation should not fail under any circumstances. The rest of the operations
— at the Taj, Oberoi and Chhattrapati Shivaji Terminus — were intended to amplify the effect.

World Zionism Takes a Beating in Melbournistan
SUNDAY, JANUARY 18, 2009

by Baron Bodissey

Nilk attended today’s anti-Israel demonstration in Melbourne, and sent this report.
Occidental Soapbox: Mainstream Dutch politicians proudly join anti-Jewish hate-march in Amsterdam
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Here's an antidote to the mainstream media propaganda on Israel and Gaza

get the facts in this flash video.

